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Abstract
Fuzzy tracking control discuss the pure model behavior and ignore the original
mathematical model, make the picking robot arm gain accurate perception ability to complex
environmental condition, control its velocity and reach smoothly the target position. This
paper proposed fuzzy tracking controller algorithm for obtaining the joints position relative
to the desired trajectory, which drive stably 3 joints tending to be stable in 1.5s on the
conditions of changeable environment, reflecting the strong robustness and stability of the
tracking control system, enhancing their positioning and grasping stability to restrain picking
robot arm chattering.
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1. Introduction
The problem of picking stability with nonlinear dynamic equations to unknown
environment is one of the most challenging problems. Zhang MingLu and Jiao Xinjing [1]
applied the classical control theory to gain accurate mathematic model, have already
produced substantial results. But intelligent control method based on the model of system
behavior such as fuzzy control method, the ant colony algorithm etc is pay sustainable
attention by Ahamed W [2].But so far these method is need to be improved further. Especially,
fuzzy control just discussed the pure behavior model and ignored the original mathematical
model, only discussed the offline stage fuzzy logic modeling system. In order to make the
picking arm apperceive accurately complex environmental condition, to regulate their speed
and reach smoothly the target position. The paper proposed fuzzy tracking controller
algorithm on obtaining the desired joints tracking trajectory, so the good picking coordination
ability and stable driving velocity and angle velocity were maintained on the conditions of
changing environment, to enhance their positioning and grasping stability. Trajectory tracking
fuzzy control should be combined with two times curve scheme. Firstly, the fuzzy controller
regulate flexibly, not to establish accurate mathematical model, avoiding the complexity
computation and uncertainty analysis, can be set to adjust the output control quantity by
reference to Wang Hongqi[1]analysis, so as to ensure the smoothness and stability of control
system, and it is essential to solve the large specific deviation problem according
to the tracking algorithm.
As for the problem to rectifying deviation algorithms on tracking control for picking robot
arm, Wu Xing [3] avoided the robot arm unstable movement phenomenon in the path tracking,
using two sub-fuzzy controllers. Couceiro M [4] proposed a synchronous control algorithm in
method of assumptions forecast adjusting iteration to ensure the elimination of picking robot
arm programming path deviation of synchronous speed and stability. Aiming to problems on
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initial state position error is so great to result in instability system. Efe M et.al [6] proposed a
temporary solution on trajectory tracking. Firstly some temporary trajectory was planned
which picking robot arm smoothly moved to the expecting point, then combined fuzzy control
property of path tracking and picking arm movement performance, if the deviation of actual
position was greater than the desired, the controller would not track trajectory and lose
stability due to the influence of fuzzy saturation characteristic, so fuzzy control is suitable for
the little deviation between posture and the desired trajectory, precise trajectory tracking is
apt to be achieved. When outside disturbances deviation such as wind speed is great,
quadratic curve tracking would be replaced fuzzy control till the deviation was eliminated and
then switched back to the fuzzy control. Its control scheme is described as following,
according to the current target trajectory and picking arm posture, the reference point is
regarded as picking robot arm arriving at the expected position, then chose fuzzy tracking
strategies based on the calculated deviation, when the deviation is greater than the given
threshold value, the quadratic curve path tracking is adopt to rectify faster deviation, when the
deviation is less than the given threshold value, fuzzy following strategy is adopt to follow a
desired trajectory till the deviation decreased to conform to the conditions of fuzzy tracking
strategies.

2. Representation of Picking Robot Arm Trajectory Tracking
The current posture shown as Fig.1 of picking robot arm is expressed as  x , y , θ  , the
expectation posture expressed as  x , y , θ  ,furthermore the input controlling point of picking
robot arm is indicated as P  v , w  , trajectory error of picking arm can be described as
r

r

r

following in the coordinates

Figure.1 Diagram of Pose Error for Picking-arm in the Coordinate
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The differential posture error equations can be described as following
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For the purpose of seeking control rate, to explore requirement of bounded joint input
velocity v and joint angular velocity w, the system  x , y , θ  should be bounded on the
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any error. On the selection of fuzzy input-output quantity, Hao Y X [7] proposed that joint
input velocity v affected in a smaller factor, just meeting the appropriate speed criteria,
picking arm tracking can be achieved on the condition of proper joint angular velocity w, and
speed affected mainly xe, and the selection of xe related with the curvature, nevertheless the
size of the curvature influenced directly speed, therefore fuzzy controller is designed with the
following functions. First of all, to adapt fuzzy control variable of the joint velocity according
to the desired path curvature, then apposed y e and θ e control input to obtain fuzzy tracking
control variable of joint angular velocity.

3. The Picking Arm Fuzzy Control Strategy
As can be seen from the above mention analysis, the dynamic characteristics of the
picking arm trajectory planning is highly nonlinear movement with wide range speed 0.5 to
15 km/h, which features complex relationship of time domain and the system parameters
widely distribution. Therefore, it is essential to establish a complete mathematical model to
describe the basis of control driving requirements in order to solve the problem of stability
control. Meanwhile, in view of the fuzzy logic system avoid using complex and inefficient
approximate mathematical model, it can increase user experience behavior to imitate human
driving anticipation and reaction behavior on the condition of not much using mathematical
expression, make a stable fuzzy decision and execute driven discrimination. The fuzzy
controller principle of picking-arm shown as Figure.2, the main structure consists of precise
fuzzification, fuzzy control rules, fuzzy decision, fuzzy strategy. The paper design 2 dimension velocity and angle velocity fuzzy controller based on trajectory tracking theory.

Figure.2 The Fuzzy Control Principle of Picking-arm
Generally speaking, the input language variable is respectively joint velocity error (TORE)
and joint angular velocity error (TOREC). This can guarantee system reduce the overshoot
and weaken the influence on start-up and acceleration vibration of picking arm.
3.1. Non- Fuzzy Relation between Posture and the Desired Trajectory
To indicate non-fuzzy control characteristic relationship between posture and the desired
trajectory on the condition of the actual picking power transmission, obtain desired trajectory,
by the literature review on trajectory depiction the arm joints drive quality center angle and
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driven time relationship diagram shown as Figure.3 and Figure.4, so the trajectory tracking
control goal is to apply the fuzzy tracking algorithm change displacement and angular
velocity of the picking arm joint on complex orchard conditions, make it smooth and
stable run so as to restrain its fluttering.

Figure.3 Driven State Diagram of the Shoulder-Joint

Figure.4 Driven State Diagram of Elbow-joint and Wrist-joint
Given that there is no simple mathematical relationship between each joint position and the
desired trajectory, and fuzzy theory similar to the human hand picking is the intuitive choice
for robotic arms picking behavior, assuming the basic domain for joint posture is stood for [a,a], if the domain of error change is stood for X = [3, 2.5, 2, 1.5, 1, 0.5, 0,0.5, 1,1.5,2.5 2,
3],the quantitative error factors ke=6/a ,Therefore eight language variables of err change
concluded positive large (PL), positive middle (PM), positive small (PS), positive zero (PZ),
and negative zero (NZ), negative small (NL), negative middle(NM) and negative
large(NL).Fuzzy subset reflex hierarchical fuzzy, the corresponding control practice point out
that fuzzy control is not sensitive for the fuzzy language variables shape of the membership
function, but partly sensitive for scope. It can conform membership function of triangle shape
u(x),PL, PM,…NL according to the criterion for membership function of triangle shape,
Therefore evaluation of linguistic variable TORE between joint posture and expected
trajectory shown as Table.1,similarly membership grade and it’s evaluation of linguistic
variable TOREC and U can also be confirmed in their own domain.
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Table.1Evaluation of Linguistic Variable TORE between Joint Posture and
Expected Trajectory
TOR
E
NL
NM

-3
0.8

-2.5 -2 -1.5
0.6

0.3

0.3

1

NS

TORE
-1 -0.5 0 0.5 1 1.5

2

2.5 3

0.4
0.3

NZ

0.9
0.3

PZ

0.9
1.0

PS

0.2
0.2

PM

1.0

0.6
0.6

PL

1.0

0.1

0.2

0.7

0.9

3.2. Picking Arm Fuzzy Controller
The fuzzy controller of picking robot arm holds 2 input variables, the angle error TORE
and angular velocity error TOREC, an output variable u and the 56 rules
(1)The angle error TORE: assuming fixed error Tg and feedback error Tf are linguistic
variables T O R E , the membership function shape shown as Figure.5, the center point of
triangular shape changes correspondingly within [-0.03:0.01:0.03].
T O R E  Tg  T f
(3)

Figure.5 TORE Membership Function
(2) The angular velocity error rate of change T O R E C : regarded as angular velocity
differential error in discrete time, the joint angle speed error membership shown as Figure.2,
the representative of the linguistic variables represent as the following
(4)
T O R E C  ( T O R E * t * T  T O R E ( t  1) * T ) /  t
Where, differential time t  kT ( k  0 ,1, 2 n ) , T is the sampling period, 7 triangular
membership functions are defined as Figure.6, the membership center variable changed
within [-0.5:0.2:0.5].
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Figure.6 TOREC Membership Function
(3) Joint output variables U :joint triangle shape center lies respectively -0.2, -0.12, -0.05,
0, 0.05, 0.13, 0.2,the variable shape is decided physical constraints of experiment and sensor.
The command will be executed by joint servo motor in 2ms. Seeing that the output variable is
unstable, the stabilizing treatment for improving the anti-fluttering needs to be given [10].
Therefore, the system core of picking arm fuzzy tracking control is fuzzy strategy.

Figure.7 Joint Output Control Linguistic Variable U
3.3. Fuzzy Control Algorithm of Picking Robot Arm
Fuzzy control algorithm is deduced in summary from fuzzy strategy, once the fuzzy
relation R is confirmed in the application much picking experiments, according to
description of McCarthy C. L [11] and Lee T [12], fuzzy control algorithm followed the "If
TORE and TOREC then U". The 56 inference language rules [7 ] are proposed as
following
（1）If TORE=NL and TOREC=NL then U =PL
（2）or If TORE=NL and TOREC=NM then U =PL
（3）…
…
…
…
（55）or If TORE=PM and TOREC=PL then U =NL
（56）or If TORE =PL and TOREC=PL then U=NL
The above 56 fuzzy control rules reflect human strategy existing in the form of statement
case can be obtained. Linguistic variables are defined in fuzzy sets. The fuzzy algorithm is
obtained based on the experience of rapid extraction rules as the main advantage, fuzzy rules
of picking robot arm shown as Table.2 is defined 3-joints control rules statement, the
corresponding joint angle can also be achieved, general fuzzy rules can be obtained according
to the above-mentioned rules.
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Table.2 Fuzzy Control Rules Status of Joint
TOREC
NL
NM
NS
NZ
PZ
PS
PM
PL
NL
PL
PL
PL
PL
PM
PS
PS
PZ
NM PL
PL
PM
PM
PM
PS
PZ
PS
NS
PL
PL
PM
PS
PS
NS
PZ
PS
NZ
PL
PL
PM
PZ
PZ
NS
M
NL
PZ
PL
PM
PS
NS
NS
NS
NM
NL
PS
PL
PM
PS
NS
NM
NM
NL
M
PM
PS
PZ
NS
NM
NL
NM
NL
M
PL
PZ
NS
NS
NM
NL
NL
NL
NM
If fuzzy rules R is gained, joint angle error TORE and angular velocity error TOREC can
accordingly be achieved, the output of fuzzy controller can be obtained U1=TORE1× TOREC1,
the surface view for 56 fuzzy rules can be shown as following.
TORE

Figure.8 The Surface Views of 56 Fuzzy Rules
3.4. Precise Fuzzy Quantity
Fuzzy rules variable U can be jointly achieved by the joint angles T O R E and angular
velocity error T O R E C [12] , triangle shape of the fuzzy membership reflect changing scope.
The criterion result of fuzzy function U is obtained by the summing-average method. In view
of the output membership function [13] is a single variable, the variable U is calculated
as following.
u 

  ( xi ) xi
  ( xi )

(5)

Where,  ( x i ) is the weighting of rule i, x i is output variables value inferred by the fuzzy
rules. The weighting values represent the global contribution from the rule library. In the
process of fuzzy control, micro -controller can be obtained sampling results and
transformation error TORE and error change rate TOREC, then multiply by the quantization
factors kTORE=6/a and kTOREC=6/b respectively, then finally obtained control variable timely.
General control array value is stored in the GT-400-SV RAM [14]. Relative linguistic
variables T O R E T O R E C and U display in 3-dimensional view. Figure.6 is 3-dimensional
input and output view of fuzzy control for picking robot arm. Fuzzy control system for
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picking arm output "PM", "PS", "PL", "PO", "NZ", "NS", "NM" and "NL" is limited in the
range of [-0.2-0.2][8] , linguistic values are inferred from each rule, generalized from fuzzy
accurate program to the brief value, then output the analog signal to the joint motor, the motor
therefore, drive the picking robot arm joint to meet timely the expectations picking motion.

Figure.9 3-dimension View of Linguistic Variable for Picking-arm Fuzzy
Controller

4. Fuzzy tracking Algorithm Design
As for the picking arm tracking algorithm, the two order curve tracking method should be
adopted, the algorithm is looked the nearest distance point from the picking apple as the
desired starting point, then approximated to the desired path in sector-by-sector and two times
curve solution [15], and plan two order curve and track picking trajectory timely. Although
the algorithm is relatively common to the tracking path in tracking accuracy and adaptability,
and it has the virtue of good stability, it is suitable for tracking rectification. The algorithm
principle can be referred to Equ.6. Assuming that we select target picking point P(v,w) then
the deviation vector (x,y,  ) for the picking target point can be calculated in the coordinate
system, utilizing two order curve to connect the target point and the origin as the expectations
following trajectory. It is used to describe the arm joint angular velocity v and
angular acceleration w in the trajectory system
y  Ax ， A 
2

ye

(6)

2

xe

 v  x 2 (1  4 A 2 x 2 )

.
3

2A x
w 
v


Now supposing that time

(7)

n  t  t  ( n  1) t

x  K（
t - Δ t) ,）n 
n

a
1  An

(8)

Through the Equ.8, approximate solution can be gained as following

vw K2 A K
n

(9)

n

n

n

n

In fact, we may select the appropriate speed control parameter a and control cycle by
calculating v n and w n ,then adjusted timely t, the picking robot arm joint angular velocity vn
and acceleration wn, so as to reduce quickly the deviation, and gradually approach the shortest
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distance target path from the picking apple to achieve trajectory tracking correct deviation.

5. The Simulation and Experimental Analysis
In order to testify the validity of the fuzzy tracking control algorithm, we design error
relationship experiment of picking robot arm joints with disturbance and non-disturbance in
the two aspects respectively.
(1)To embody position tracking performance on the trajectory tracking fuzzy controller, for
one picking trajectory point, the robot arm joints track respectively the desired trajectory at
the speed of 0.18rad/s, 0.16rad/s, 0.16rad/s. The simulation error curve experiment is shown
as Figure.10 and Figure.11

Figure.10 Shoulder Joint Position Error Curve Diagram under Fuzzy Tracking
Control

Figure.11 Elbow-wrist Joint Position Error Curves Under Fuzzy Tracking
Control
(2)To embody anti-disturbance performance of the fuzzy trajectory tracking controller
under the action of disturbance, exert random disturbance, which own 1.5s the duration time,
maximum torque 10.8N.M to the shoulder, elbow and wrist joints. The simulation result error
disturbance curves are shown as Figure.12–Figure.14.

Figure.12 External Disturbance Curve
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Figure.13 Shoulder Joint Position Error Curve Under the External Disturbance
for Fuzzy Tracking Control

Figure.14 Elbow-wrist Joint Position Error Curves Under the External
Disturbance for Fuzzy Tracking Control
Seen from Figure.13 and Figure.14, the curve between joint posture and drive wheel
speed has been further improved using the fuzzy tracking control algorithm, the algorithm
adjust change rate of input variables for the membership function, the picking arm joint motor
make minor adjustments rather than the big control response at the motion starting or
accelerating, simultaneously, the motor can reach smoothly the ideal velocity while tracking,
the joint vibration is very small.
(3) As for the analysis of the joint tracking trajectory with the corresponding velocity, It
can be seen from comparison between Figure.10,Figure.11 and Figure.4,Figure.4, 3-joint
tracking expected trajectory by using the non-fuzzy control, angular position error is up to ±
0.036°,position error consistency among the 3 joints is poor; on the condition of position
tracking accuracy unchanged, the error angular position is only ± 0.016 on the application of
fuzzy tracking control, and the 3 joint own good position tracking consistency. Further
analysis of the joints the inertia, the shoulder joint maximum, the elbow followed, wrist
inertia minimum. Experiments show that even the premise parameters between 3 joints is
inconsistent, Fuzzy tracking control of external parameters reveals good robustness without
repeating adjustment parameters, the system can run in sub-optimal and optimal state.
(4)As for the analysis on the 3 joints random disturbance, 3-joints track the desired
trajectory shown as Figure.13 and Figure.14. Although the error of position tracking is
increasing, the largest effect on the random perturbation is shoulder joint position tracking,
followed by the elbow joint. On the exertion of external disturbance torque, 3 joints can
timely feedback the external force in the fuzzy tracking controller, and control rapidly the
joint motor speed to compensate influence on tracking error. The 3 joints maintain
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be stable within 1.5s.
The experimental results show the fuzzy tracking system have something with the changing
parameters of tracking object, on the external system perturbation, the trajectory tracking
fuzzy controller can still make the arm joints tends to be stable in 1.5s, reflecting the strong
robustness and stability of the tracking control system, which is conducive to restrain picking
robot arm chattering.

6. Conclusion
Aiming at the problem of the controller stability caused by parameter variations, joint
control system disturbance, modeling error, we propose a trajectory tracking fuzzy controller
based on the fuzzy correction principle, which is use error to correct the output of controller.
The controller can overcome the uncertainty, guaranteeing the system run closely in optimal
state. Simulation results show that the trajectory tracking controller has a good adaptability
for parameter variations and external disturbance, it can still maintain the arm joints keep
stability in 1.5s in disturbance avoiding the complicated mathematical modeling, nonlinear
calculation, providing beneficial reference for the study of other similar manipulator stability.
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